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significantlythe trends describedabove. DeucalionisRegio.displayedthe greatestnumber
of suchlineations,possiblyas'.a result of the
greater detectabilityof featuresin this region
than in Margaritifer Sinusand Meridiani Sinus.
In particular, frames 6N17, 6N19, 6N21, and
6N23, which include DeucalionisRegio, have
respectivediscernibilityindicesof 5.0-1.0, 2.01.1, 1.0, and 1.0, respectively.In contrast,frame
6N07 (Margaritifer Sinus) has discernibility
indicesranging from 17 to 4, whereasframe
6N13 (Meridiani Sinus)has indicesfrom 3.2 to
1.6. Consequently,the identificationof specific
morphologic form from Mariner 6 imagery,
beyondpositiveor negativerelief, will be more
difficult in Margaritifer Sinus and Meridiani
Sinus.The greater detectabilityin Deu'•alionis
Regio, however, may not be offset by the
ability to recognizethe distinction between

equatorialshearzonecrosses
this regionas well.
Asidefrom the complexrosediagram,however,
severalfeaturesindicatethat DeucalionisRegio
and Aram have undergoneadditionalgeologic
processes.
Prominent rectilinearand curvilinear
rillesaccompanythe contactsbetweenAram and
Margaritifer Sinus (Figure 2) as well as
DeucalionisRegio and Meridiani Sinus (Figure
10). These rilles are thought to reflect boundaries betweentectonicprovincesor contrasting
topographies.
In addition, DeucalionisRegio exhibits a
crateredterrain that morphologicallyresembles
parts of the lunar surface.Frame 6N20 clearly
reveals wrinkle-ridge-likefeatures and a concentric crater 13 km in diameter, the latter
appearinganalogous
to numerouslunar craters
along the margins of maria. Such craters are
interpretedas the resultof volcanicmodification

topographicallycontrolleddrainagefeaturesand
structurally controlled features. As a result, the
complexrose diagram for this region probably
reflectsthe increaseddetail recognizedand perhaps a distinctivegeologichistory.
Whereas the rose diagram for Deucalionis

of crater floors [Schultz, 1972]. Frame 6N19
includes several fiat-floored craters with
breachedwalls. The surroundingcrater density
does not appear great enoughto degradesignificantly suchlarge creaters,and the breached
walls resemblelunar craters inundated during

Regioand Aram is complex,the preferredlineation trends in Margaritifer Sinusare generally
similar to those in Meridiani Sinus. A part
of an enormouscanyon, part of which corresponds to the photometrically lighter region
Eos, is includedin Margaritifer Sinus.The full
extent of this chaotic-flooredcanyonhas been
revealedin the more recent Mariner 9 images
[McCauleyet al., 1972]. It is part of a system
of canyonsthat extendsover 3000 km near the
Martian equatorbetween24øW and 90øW and
has been interpreted as a result of relatively
recent and large-scaletectonic events [Sharp
et al., 1971]. The similarity between the
regionaltrends (w3-w2 lineations)in Meridiani
Sinus and Margaritifer Sinus suggeststhat the
crustal weaknesses
related to the formation of
the canyonsystem extend to the east, beyond
the easternextensionof the chaoticterrain. In
addition,the azimuthalharmonicsof 15ø -4- 20
recognized
for w3-w2 lineationsin theseregions
suggest conjugate shear systems within the
Martian crust.
The major trends recognizedin Margaritifer
Sinusand Meridiani Sinusalso occur,among
numerousother trends, in DeucalionisRegio.
Consequently,it is possiblethat the inferred

the epochsof mare emplacement.
Consequently,
DeucalionisRegio may be a region that has
been modified significantly by an epoch (or
epochs) of endogenic activity such as volcanicallyproducedfloodingof crater floors.I)etailed morphologiccomparisonof Deucalionis
Regio with other provinces is unwarranted
owing to the large differencesin discernibility
indicesfrom Mariner 6 and 7 imagery. The
preservationof its crateringhistory, and possibly its multistage endogenicmodification,
would account,in part, for the complex frequency-azimuthdistribution of lineations.
Binder and McCarthy [1972] noted that the
rose diagram of lineationsand crater wall segments in Meridiani Sinus was different from
diagramsfor the surroundingregions,and they
attributed this differenceto a locally distinct
tectonic history, perhaps related to the low
domicalprofile of Meridiani Sinus.The results
presentedhere indicate that both Meridiani
Sinus and Margaritifer Sinus are similar but
that they are separatedby a distinct region
corresponding
to DeucalionisRegio and Aram.
As the goodcrosscorrelationsof unrectified
photographssuggest,mismatchesof preferred
trends from wl lineationsand w3-w2 linearions

